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Sergey Maslov
1952-2002
Self-portrait, from the notebooks of the 1990s, drawing, pencil, paper
Untitled, from the notebooks of the 1990s, drawing, pen, paper
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BAYKONUR 2
Installation, computer collage, sound projection, text 
The Kazakhs are the purest and the most direct descendants of the 
aliens who landed from Sirius 2,000 years ago and inhabited the Earth 
to create humans from primates with the help of genetic engineering. 
The history of the Earth’s civilizations had been significantly distorted 
by European monks who stretched the length of the world’s history to 
give Christianity more authority. The aliens had their own colony on the 
continent known as Mu.     
When a large meteorite was approaching the Earth, potentially 
causing a planetary catastrophe along with the annihilation of 
Mu and Atlantis and millions of mammals and amphibians, the 
Kazakhs temporarily moved to the Moon. The harsh living conditions 
on the Moon were exacerbated by in-fighting between the crews 
of spaceships -- eventually causing the decline of the astral 
nomads’ civilisation. In an attempt to preserve their main scientific 
achievements, some of the crews returned to the Earth and found 
shelter in the least-accommodating areas of the planet. They regarded 
their spaceships as the most important assets that could bring them 
back to their Motherland. In order to avoid detection the descendants 
of the crew members regularly moved their vehicles from place to 
place. In the 1930s the space ships were spotted by the agents of the 
People’s Commission of Internal Affairs of the USSR and captured for 
scientific study. These rockets served as templates for the construction 
of simplified spacecraft in the USSR, which flew into space in 1957.  
Later, CIA agents from the United States managed to steal the secrets 
of the new space ships and to build their own replicas there. 
The aliens’ analysts had assumed that their space ships could be 
captured or destroyed and had developed a special rocket-yurt 
for their race which could be easily converted into an advanced 
spacecraft.         
In the 1960s the history of the aliens’ strategy was cracked by the 
German anthropologist Erich von Däniken and presented to the 
international community if the form of the film “Erinnerungen an die 
Zukunft” (Memories of the Future). The aliens in the USSR lobbied a 
ban on the screening of the film. With this project I am making the 
second attempt to tell the true story of the last decades of the Kazakhs’ 
life on the Moon.  
Sergey Maslov, 2002
Translated into English by Alex Ulko
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Rustam  Khalfin
1943-2008
Self-portrait, 1990s, b/w photo.
Clay Project, Zero Level, 1998-2001, fragments of the project, LOOK 
Gallery, Almaty, Kazakhstan. 
“The Self Portraits without a Mirror” series, 1990s.
“Puloty” series, 1990s, multi-media.
“Fragments”, 1991, oil on canvas.
HAND AND EYE
The evolutionary logic of this artist’s creative work can not always be 
traced. There are rather radical mutations caused by the movement of 
strong artistic systems through theoretical fields.
Set in motion by a nomadic imperative, he rapidly moves along the 
oikumene borderline, crossing it now in one, now in another direction, 
as his own strong impulse of movement does not let him get settled 
on the outskirts or freeze as a centre, becoming gradually deserted, 
for a new concentration of less vigorous companions. 
In the chosen system of comparisons, the notion “field” will be the 
most important, embracing all other ones for he who is characterized 
in it as “nomad”.
And if “nomad” is “an artist”, the “field” gets actualized for him as the 
“field of vision”. Therefore this notion becomes the key one for a group 
of works, part of which is found in this catalogue. 
The artist engaged in making a “picture” has a dual idea about the field 
of vision.
Firstly, this is an “ecological” perception, common to all animals: 
mobile, with imperceptible borderlines, constant intrusion of the 
dangerous, presence of the vital, “interesting, overwhelming and 
stimulating,” with reflexive ability to act in it.
The most important ego-centering factor “here and now” in this field is 
the visible fragments of his own body. 
Secondly, the “ideal” field, developed since the days of antiquity, has 
been the achievement of geometries concerned with lines of force, 
vanishing points, section of incorporeal figures, abstract categories 
of form and color that provide space and material for construction of 
inspired atopias. 
Trying to bring the constant presence of fragments covering his own 
body into the field of clear, realized vision and working with this 
paradoxical subjective object the artist obtains a rather unexpected 
result – a series of flat black template figures, generalizing optical 
relationship of the super-close and distant backgrounds inside his 
field of vision. 
Setting himself the task of preserving what is called plastic basis in 
all the Peripeteias of movement, the artist makes an undemonstrative 
reconstruction of this notion’s meaning. 
Clenching his hand, the artist creates an elementary plastic object – 
“pulota” appears as an elementary sculpture. Being hollow, may be 
used as a primitive optical device, a means fragmenting the field of 
vision. Its outline becomes a fragmentary sign, an inward frame that 
appeared in the picture and becomes it’s main hero… Thus Parergon 
compacts Ergon, taking its place in this “non-picture”, which, by the 
logic of double negation, coincides with the “picture”. 
L.B. (Lidiya Blinova), Rustam Khalfin Catalogue, 1995
Translated into English by Nikolai Golikov
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Lidiya Blinova
1948-1996
Self-portrait, 1990s, paper, pencil
Hand Ornament, 1995, series of b/w photos
Lidiya Blinova’s series of photographs Hand Ornament (1995), shows 
the artist’s own hands forming “ornaments” in ten positions against a 
black background. Trained as an architect and sculptor, researching 
the theory of games and of skills, linguistics and poetry, Blinova works 
with the body as a tool for artistic research and creativity, and has used 
her hands to create new possibilities for visual representation. In the 
work, the artist’s hands seem to be communicating a sign language 
that needs to be deciphered, but Hand Ornament is not an alphabet. It 
is rather an ironic alternative to the decorative and flattened perception 
of life; an answer to mainstream decorative painting in Kazakhstan. It 
is also a counterpart to “pulota”, the life-long project of her husband, 
artist Rustam Khalfin. Blinova and Khalfin have often worked together, 
creating pioneering performance projects in Kazakhstan, and Hand 
Ornament was exhibited with different versions of Khalfin’s “pulota”. 
But whilst “pulota” is a basic plastic object exploring the space that 
remains when the fingers are tightly closed, Blinova’s fingers are 
strangely alive, and create a repertoire of elusive patterns and spaces.
WHW, Catalogue, 11th Istanbul Biennial, 2009
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Yuriy   Dvinyaninov
1975-2007
Self-portrait, drawings, late 1990s - early 2000s, drawing, pen, paper, 
21x29,7 cm.
Untitled, drawings, sketches and poems, late 1990s - early 2000s, 
drawing, pen, paper, 21x29,7 cm.
Yuriy Dvinyaninov (nicknamed “Gnome”) from the city of Karaganda 
in the north of Kazakhstan, was murdered under mysterious 
circumstances in 2007 during a visit to St. Petersburg. Despite 
his youth – Dvinyaninov was 32 when he was murdered – he 
had managed to accomplish a lot before his death. He created 
performances, wrote and sang his own songs, and published 
poetry. The core of his legacy, however, is made up by the hundreds 
of notebooks and sketchbooks he left behind, filled with a kind of 
pictographic poetry that combined text and image in ingenious 
ways. He was inspired by the heritage of the Russian avant-garde, 
particularly such artists as Malevich, Mayakovsky, El Lissitzky and 
others.
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Edition limited to 250 numbered copies.
This book was produced in the context of Art Dubai’s Marker, a curated 
not-for-profit gallery programme that concentrates each year on a 
particular theme or geography. (www.artdubai.ae/marker)
The 2014 edition of Marker is curated by Slavs and Tatars and takes 
Central Asia and the Caucasus as its focus.
Editor – Yuliya Sorokina
http://astralnomads.net/ project done with the support of: HIVOS, 
Open Society Foundations – with contribution of the Arts and Culture 
Program of Budapest, Goethe-Institute Almaty
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COVER - Sergey Maslov, Dream-3, 1988, oil on canvas, 100 x 80 cm. Collection of Museum van 
Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen
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